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General marking principles for National 5 Spanish Reading
This information is provided to help you understand the general principles you must apply when
marking candidate responses to questions in this paper. These principles must be read in
conjunction with the detailed marking instructions, which identify the key features required in
candidate responses.
(a)

Marks for each candidate response must always be assigned in line with these general
marking principles and the detailed marking instructions for this assessment.

(b)

Marking should always be positive. This means that, for each candidate response, marks
are accumulated for the demonstration of relevant skills, knowledge and understanding:
they are not deducted from a maximum on the basis of errors or omissions.

(c)

If a specific candidate response does not seem to be covered by either the principles or
detailed marking instructions, and you are uncertain how to assess it, you must seek
guidance from your team leader.

(d)

Award a mark to each answer. Marks are not transferable between questions.

(e)

For questions that ask candidates to ‘state’ or ‘give’, candidates must give a brief,
accurate response/name.
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Marking instructions for each question
Question

Max
mark

Expected response

Additional guidance
Do not accept

1.

(a)



last Sunday/previous Sunday

1

Sunday/past Sunday/Passover/wrong day of the week

(b)



(team/group of) travel journalists/reporters

1

travelling journalists/travel agents/a team of
journalists/the public

(c)





average temperature
quality of life/living
environment/surroundings

2

the temperature/medium temperature
setting

Any 2 from 3
(d)



picturesque old/ancient district/neighbourhood/area



nearby/close/near/close by beaches/beaches nearby



exceptional/fantastic atmosphere/ambience

2

antique/vintage/historic
picturesque old town
environment

NB ignore misspelling of exceptional
Any 2 from 3
(e) (i)
(ii)
(f)

 tight/limited budget

1

adjusted/adjustable

 welcoming/friendly inhabitants/people/residents/locals/citizens

1

habitants/habitats/cosy inhabitants/inhabitants
welcoming/locals’ hospitality

 perfect for holidays with family or/and friends

2

perfect for holidays with friends/perfect for holidays
with family/perfect place to go with family and friends

 to move to/move there/move permanently/definitely/
definitively
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to live there/to go there/to move/to transfer

Question

Max
mark

Expected response

Additional guidance
Do not accept

2.

(a)

 leave/leaving home/move out/moving out

1

move house/leave/depart the house/buy/get their
own house

(b)

 High youth unemployment (BOX 2)
 High cost of housing (BOX 4)

2

NB If the candidate ticks 3 boxes = 1 mark
If the candidate ticks 4 boxes = 0 marks

(c)

 influence of/from/by friends/they get influenced by friends/
peer pressure

2
lack of publicity help/lack of help from the public/
public faults

 lack of/lacking/shortage of/not enough/absence of public help/
support/aid/assistance
(d)

(e)

(i)

 2 years 8 months

1

any wrong number

(ii)

 time it takes to get promoted/a promotion/it takes (almost) 5
years to get a promotion/how long they go without promotion

1

promotion every 5 years/time it takes for older people
to be promoted/get a promotion

 feels/is comfortable

2

it’s convenient/he likes living with them
has to earn/gain independence

 wants/has a desire/wishes to/would like to become
independent/wants (to gain) independence /wishes he were
independent
(f)

NB ignore any mention of “clear”
1

 he will find/get his/an ideal/dream job
 he will be able to buy a house/he will buy a house
Any 1 from 2
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he could find a job/a good job
he could/wants to/can buy a house/get a house

Question

Max
mark

Expected response

Additional guidance
Do not accept

3.

(a)

(b)

 recognised/renowned/known by everyone/everybody/all
over/across/around the world/worldwide
 design(s)

2

 (it’s a) family business/company/firm/enterprise
 3 brothers run/own/manage/direct/lead it/it’s run by 3
brothers/siblings/brothers and sisters

1

recognised everywhere/by the world/full world
shoes
a familiar business
3 sisters (no mention of brothers)

Any 1 from 2
 communicate well/good communication with customers/clients
 impressive/tremendous distribution (system)

2

shoppers
impressive delivery/good distribution/impressive
layout/impressive system distribution
innovative promotion

 dedication of family (members)/family are dedicated/family
dedication/dedicated family
 loyalty of employee(s)/employees are loyal/loyal
employees/loyal workers

2

dedicated to their family/dedication between family

(i)

 (their) own hotel chain/own chain of hotels
 new advertising/ad/publicity campaign

2

owning hotel chains/own chain hotel
new public campaign/new campaign publicity

(ii)

 you always have to/need to/must reinvent yourself

1

reinvest
always room for improvement

(c)

 promote innovation/innovating
Any 2 from 3
(d)

(e)

employs/employers
loyal to their employees/loyalty between employees

[END OF MARKING INSTRUCTIONS]
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General marking principles for National 5 Spanish Writing
Task: E-mail application for a job in this country or abroad, including information specified in six
bullet points.
Assessment process
(a)

Candidates will write a piece of extended writing in the modern language by addressing
six bullet points. These bullet points will follow on from a job-related scenario. The
bullet points will cover the four contexts of society, learning, employability and culture
to allow candidates to use and adapt learned material. The first four bullet points will
be the same each year and the last two will change to suit the scenario. Candidates
need to address these ‘unpredictable bullet points’ in detail to access the full range of
marks.

(b)

With reference to Content, Accuracy and Language resource, assess the overall quality
of the candidate’s response and allocate it to a pegged mark. It is important to assess
how candidates have addressed bullet points and detail in relation to this as highlighted
in bold in Content.
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Category

Mark

Content

Accuracy

Very good

20

The job advert has been
addressed in a full and
balanced way. The
candidate uses detailed
language.

The candidate handles
all aspects of grammar
and spelling accurately,
although the language
may contain one or two
minor errors.

The candidate
addresses the advert
completely and
competently, including
information in
response to both
unpredictable bullet
points.
A range of verbs/ verb
forms, tenses and
constructions is used.

Language resource –
variety, range,
structures
The candidate is
comfortable with the
first person of the verb
and generally uses a
different verb in each
sentence.

Some modal verbs and
Where the candidate
infinitives may be used.
attempts to use
language more
appropriate to Higher, a There is good use of
adjectives, adverbs and
slightly higher number
prepositional phrases
of inaccuracies need
and, where appropriate,
not detract from the
word order. There may
overall very good
be a range of tenses.
impression.
The candidate uses
co-ordinating
conjunctions and/or
subordinate clauses
where appropriate.

Overall this comes over
as a competent, well
thought-out and serious
application for the job.

The language of the
e-mail flows well.
Good

16

The job advert has been The candidate handles a
addressed competently. range of verbs fairly
accurately.
There is less evidence
There are some errors
of detailed language.
in spelling, adjective
endings and, where
The candidate uses a
relevant, case endings.
reasonable range of
Use of accents is less
verbs/verb forms.
secure, where
appropriate.
Overall, the candidate
has produced a genuine,
Where the candidate is
reasonably accurate
attempt at applying for attempting to use more
complex vocabulary and
the specific job, even
though he/she may not structures, these may
be less successful,
address one of the
although basic
unpredictable bullet
structures are used
points.
accurately.
There may be one or
two examples of
inaccurate dictionary
use, especially in the
unpredictable bullet
points.
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There may be repetition
of verbs.
There may be examples
of listing, in particular
when referring to
school/college
experience, without
further amplification.
There may be one or
two examples of a coordinating conjunction,
but most sentences are
simple sentences.
The candidate keeps to
more basic vocabulary,
particularly in response
to either or both
unpredictable bullet
points.

Category
Satisfactory

Mark
12

Content

Accuracy

The job advert has
been addressed fairly
competently.

The verbs are generally
correct, but may be
repetitive.

The candidate makes
limited use of detailed
language.

There are quite a few
errors in other parts of
speech — gender of
nouns, cases, singular/
plural confusion, for
instance.

The language is fairly
repetitive and uses a
limited range of verbs
and fixed phrases, for
example I like, I go, I
play.
The candidate copes
fairly well with areas of
personal details,
education, skills,
interests and work
experience but does not
deal fully with the two
unpredictable bullet
points and indeed may
not address either or
both of the
unpredictable bullet
points.

Prepositions may be
missing, for example I
go the town.
Overall, there is more
correct than incorrect.

On balance however the
candidate has produced
a satisfactory job
application in the
specific language.
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Language resource –
variety, range,
structures
The candidate copes
with the first and third
person of a few verbs,
where appropriate.
A limited range of verbs
is used.
Sentences are basic and
mainly brief.
There is minimal use of
adjectives, probably
mainly after is, for
example Chemistry is
interesting.
The candidate has a
weak knowledge of
plurals.
There may be several
spelling errors, for
example reversal of
vowel combinations.

Category

Mark

Content

Accuracy

Unsatisfactory

8

The job advert has
been addressed in an
uneven manner and/or
with insufficient use of
detailed language.
The language is
repetitive, for example
I like, I go, I play may
feature several times.
There may be little
difference between
Satisfactory and
Unsatisfactory.
Either or both of the
unpredictable bullet
points may not have
been addressed.
There may be one
sentence which is not
intelligible to a
sympathetic native
speaker.

Language resource –
variety, range,
structures

Ability to form tenses is The candidate copes
mainly only with the
inconsistent.
personal language
required in bullet
There are errors in
points 1 and 2.
many other parts of
speech — gender of
The verbs ‘is’ and
nouns, cases,
‘study’ may also be
singular/plural
confusion, for instance. used correctly.
Several errors are
serious, perhaps
showing mother tongue
interference.

Sentences are basic.

The detail in the
unpredictable bullet
points may be very
weak.

There may be an
example of serious
dictionary misuse.

Overall, there is more
incorrect than correct.
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An English word may
appear in the writing.

Category
Poor

Mark
4

Content

Accuracy

The candidate has had
considerable difficulty
in addressing the job
advert. There is little
evidence of the use of
detailed language.

Many of the verbs are
incorrect.

There are many errors
in other parts of speech
—personal pronouns,
gender of nouns, cases,
Three or four sentences singular/plural
may not be understood confusion, prepositions,
by a sympathetic native for instance.
speaker.
The language is
probably inaccurate
Either or both of the
throughout the writing.
unpredictable bullet
points may not have
been addressed.

Language resource –
variety, range,
structures
The candidate cannot
cope with more than
one or two basic verbs.
The candidate displays
almost no knowledge of
the present tense of
verbs.
Verbs used more than
once may be written
differently on each
occasion.
Sentences are very
short.
The candidate has a
very limited
vocabulary.
Several English words
may appear in the
writing.
There are examples of
serious dictionary
misuse.

Very poor

0

The candidate is unable Virtually nothing is
correct.
to address the job
advert.

The candidate may only
cope with the verbs to
have and to be.

The two unpredictable
bullet points may not
have been addressed.

Very few words are
written correctly in the
modern language.

Very little is intelligible
to a sympathetic native
speaker.

English words are used.
There may be several
examples of mother
tongue interference.
There may be several
examples of serious
dictionary misuse.

[END OF MARKING INSTRUCTIONS]
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General marking principles for National 5 Spanish Listening
This information is provided to help you understand the general principles you must apply when
marking candidate responses to questions in this paper. These principles must be read in
conjunction with the detailed marking instructions, which identify the key features required in
candidate responses.
(a)

Marks for each candidate response must always be assigned in line with these general
marking principles and the detailed marking instructions for this assessment.

(b)

Marking should always be positive. This means that, for each candidate response, marks
are accumulated for the demonstration of relevant skills, knowledge and understanding:
they are not deducted from a maximum on the basis of errors or omissions.

(c)

If a specific candidate response does not seem to be covered by either the principles or
detailed marking instructions, and you are uncertain how to assess it, you must seek
guidance from your team leader.

(d)

The marking instructions indicate the essential idea that a candidate should provide for
each answer.

(e)

The answers for each question must come from the item.

(f)

There are a number of supported marks across the two items. Where there are supported
marks in the form of a grid, award zero marks where a candidate ticks all boxes.

(g)

For questions that ask candidates to ‘state’ or ‘give’, candidates must give a brief,
accurate response/name.
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Marking instructions for each question
Question

Max
mark

Expected response

Additional guidance
Do not accept

1.

(a)




8 years
German

2

(b)




grammar
literature

1

8 months/when she was 8
Germany
literacy/culture

Any 1 from 2
(c)




is understanding/teacher understands me
helps her a lot/very helpful

2

understandable/comprehensive/easy to understand
good at helping/always helping

(d)



memorise/remember vocabulary

1

learn/revise vocabulary/memorise notes




cycling/bike excursion/tour/trip/outing
tried/ate typical/traditional dishes/food

1

bike rides/going out on bikes
plates

1

great/good/invaluable/experience of a lifetime
enjoyed it/liked it

(e)

(i)

Any 1 from 2
(ii)




it was unforgettable/memorable
she enjoyed/liked/loved the/their culture

Any 1 from 2
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Question

Max
mark

Expected response

Additional guidance
Do not accept

2.

(a)





quite new
10,000 students
enormous/huge/very big

2

very new
any other number

1

very interactive
very practical/practical jobs

Any 2 from 3
(b)




more interactive (than at school)
lots of practical work

Any 1 from 2
(c)





2

same age
spend time together/with them
great/good sense of humour

big/same sense of humour

Any 2 from 3



(d)

the freedom
no routine

1

free time
the routine/no schedule

Any 1 from 2
(e)

(i)



next month

1

a month/in the coming months/within the next month

(ii)




in the library
listens to relaxing music OR listens to music to
relax/concentrate

2

in the university
listens to music

(f)




athletics
running/jogging

2

sports

(g)



swimming instructor/teaches swimming

1

lifeguard/works with the swimming teacher

[END OF MARKING INSTRUCTIONS]
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